High Valley Transit
Driver Recruitment & Retention
12/16/2021

Today’s agenda
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1. Agency Survey
1. Methodology
2. Results
2. Best Practices Research
1. Recruitment
2. Retention
3. Recommendations
1. Short-Term Recommendations
2. Mid- to Long-Term Recommendations

Agency Survey
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Survey Methodology
Survey was created with the help of Caroline,
Jamie, David Warnock, and Brad.
Survey Goals: Meant to take less than 10
minutes to complete. Includes 29 questions
across 12 sections, although some only
shown if respondent answers “yes” to
previous questions. Questions about agency
characteristics, driver recruitment, and driver
retention.

Agencies were chosen based on similarity to HVT in
some or all of the following characteristics.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Budget: $5 mil. to $25 mil.
Daily System Ridership: ~1,000 to 10,000
Proximity to ski resort
Offers fixed route service, possibly demand
response
Rural or sububan area
Winter driving conditions

60 agencies called
54 emails w/ survey links sent

21 responses received -> 39% response rate
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Survey Results: Recruitment Processes
Indeed was the most popular place to post positions, followed by local government job boards. HVT has
posted on Indeed in the past but not on local government job boards. About half of respondents reported
college recruiting efforts, usually via job fairs or Handshake, a job site for college students. One agency
offered apprenticeship opportunities to a local school, although most efforts were seen as unsuccessful.

Other includes ads on transit
buses, bus shelters, and social
media – considerations for future
HVT job advertisements.
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Survey Results: Recruitment Processes
Most agencies do not require a CDL at the time of hire, and those that do not typically provide or pay for
CDL training.
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Survey Results: Driver Benefits
Health, vision, and dental insurance the most
popular benefit according to agencies. Some
paid for all or most of the cost of these. A state
pension plan or employee retirement system
was also popular. Only three agencies offered
housing, a housing stipend, or housing
assistance. Rent subsidies were offered and
one agency offered down payment assistance.
Some “wish list” benefits listed by agencies
were education assistance, student loan
repayment, ski passes, more flexible schedules,
health club stipends, and a daycare
reimbursement.
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Survey Results: Driver Pay
The average starting hourly rate for drivers was $20.46. The average cap on the hourly rate was
$25.39. The average range between the starting pay rate and highest possible pay rate at an agency
was $5.57. Pay increases typically occur in steps, often yearly.
Average range between starting
pay rate and highest pay rate

$5.57

$16.81

Minimum
starting pay

$20.46

Average
starting pay

$22
HVT starting pay
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$25.39

Average
highest pay

$30.35

Maximum
highest pay

Survey Results: Driver Retention
Most agencies (66%) have made efforts or changes to improve driver retention. Changes made to improve retention
include:
• Pay increases
• Bonuses for returning seasonal drivers or full-time drivers
• Decreasing the wage progression rate (time to reach top salary from starting salary)
• Sign-on bonuses
• Replacing mandatory overtime with gift card incentives
• Increasing paid time off
• Better benefit packages
• Better scheduling, reducing split shifts
• Lunches and other driver appreciation initiatives
• More employee housing
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Best Practices Research
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Best Practices: Driver Recruitment
• Ensure job postings are specific and detailed, include day-to-day duties, requirements, skills, etc.
• Expand job channels to include local organizations, especially chamber of commerce and veterans’ organizations
• Use agency vehicles to advertise openings
• Have a dedicated webpage for job openings with driver interviews, wages + benefits, comparison to competitors, and
opportunities for growth
• Work with local high schools and two- and four-year colleges to offer education on transit careers as well as job
shadowing, internships, or apprenticeships
• Ensure your entire compensation package (pay + benefits) is comparable to other agencies, and offer referral and
signing bonuses to make positions more enticing
• Track recruitment-related metrics, as well as retention metrics, and use those to help inform future recruitment
strategies
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Best Practices: Driver Retention
Employee Training
• Provide both extensive onboarding and continuing opportunities for employee training
• Offer leadership opportunities to less senior employees, such as training or mentorship
• Internally promote when possible, which increases career + salary mobility
• Use of RTAP or FTA funds to pay for training
Performance Evaluations
• Minimum 1 evaluation/year, allow employees opportunity to add comments
• Open communication channels between management and operators
Compensation-Based Retention Strategies
• Benefits packages help retention, although less so with younger workers
• Keep shifts consistent when possible, pay a split shift premium, and use overtime to level out compensation
• Consider tenure and/or safety bonuses.
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Recommendations
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Short-Term Recommendations
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Improve job postings
Add a short description, elaborate on
the provided benefits package,
mention any expected pay increases,
and add in any additional perks

Consider a referral bonus
Most agencies offered this as opposed
to a signing bonus. Space out the
referral bonus to incentive referrals that
turn into new hires.

Create a set pay scale
Lay out the expected increases a
driver will receive, typically in steps
over the course of two to five years,
increasing every 6 months – 1 year.

Track recruitment & retention metrics
These metrics can help inform future
recruitment/retention strategies,
including days to fill a position and
turnover rate.

Long-Term Recommendations
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Add quality-of-life incentives
Perks such as a ski pass, generous
paid time off, and childcare benefits
can help set HVT apart from its
competitors and improve retention.

Add public employee benefits
Increase benefits if/when drivers are
directly under HVT. Currently, HVT
drivers pay more of the health care
preimum and receive lower retirement
contributions than HVT local staff.

Focus on training & career mobility
Pay for training when possible and
give drivers opportunities for
leadership development. Consider
mentorship programs between newer
and more senior drivers.

Use FTA support when needed
FTA, via the Transit Workforce Center
(TWC) and the RTAP have funds
availale to pay for more innovative
recruitment, training, and retention
strategies, if/when an overhaul occurs.

High Valley Transit
Performance Update
12/16/2021

Today’s agenda
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1. Micro Update.
2. Fixed Route Update
3. Other Data Updates

Micro: Dec. 1 to Dec. 14
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Micro Requests, Nov. 1 to Dec. 14
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Micro Passengers (Completed Rides Only), Nov. 1 to Dec. 14
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Driver Hours, Nov. 1 to Dec. 14
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Avg. ETA, Nov. 1 to Dec. 14
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Avg. Utilization, Nov. 1 to Dec. 14

We’ve exceeded the
4.7 efficiency-based
utilization goal – but
our other metrics
aren’t where we want
them on these days
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Seat Unavailable Rate, Nov. 1 to Dec. 14
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Seat Unavailable Increases
This number is slightly unreliable. Why?

1) PCT data was only added back into the app on Tuesday
2) Working on correcting an error that gives users an option to “retry” for a Micro ride when they should only be seen
fixed route; these proposals are incorrectly counted as Seat Unavailables

3) Still working out issues with fixed route prioritization, including limiting Canyons pick-ups
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Expected Behvaior: Fixed Route Priotization
Ride is between two locations, Kimball Junction Transit Center
(bus stop) and Cupla Coffee (in Newpark, <400 feet from a stop).
We would expect 103 and 104 proposals and not Micro, as the
Micro proposal probably wouldn’t be >15 minutes faster than
fixed.

Expected behavior occurs, and we get a message telling the user that
Micro is not available for this ride due to the fixed alternatives. This
request will not be logged under Seat Unavailable, even though we
did not provide a Micro proposal for a ride within the Micro zone.
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Error Example: False Seat Unavailable
Ride is between two bus stops on the 101: Kimball Junction
Transit Center and Canyons Village Transit Hub. Given a 15-min
frequency, we would expect to see the 101 as the only option.

We expect this to tell the user that Micro is not available for this trip
because there are other options. Instead, this message makes the
user believe we just don’t currently have the Micro capacity and gives
them the option to retry for a Micro ride (which they will not receive).
The request will now show up in our data as Seat Unavailable, even
though that wasn’t the case.
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Seat Unavailable Increases
This number is slightly unreliable. Why?

1) PCT data was only added back into the app on Tuesday
2) Working on correcting an error that gives users an option to “retry” for a Micro ride when they should only be seen
fixed route; these proposals are incorrectly counted as Seat Unavailables

3) Still working out issues with fixed route prioritization, including limiting Canyons pick-ups
Manual check of all 255 passengers who were logged under
Seat Unavailable Tues. Dec 14th (17.7%)

● 98 were “false” seat unavailable, including 28 cases of seat unavailable error. Others offered Micro when we should
have only seen fixed route. Rough estimate that 20 to 40 percent of a day’s seat unavailables are “false” by these
standards.

● 157 “true” seat unavailable -> ~11 percent actual rate.
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Seat Unavailable Next Steps
● Continue to work out fixed route priotiziation, especially within Kimball with the 103, 104
● Limiting Micro rides into Canyons where riders could take the 105, which has 7.5 minute frequency 7am-7pm
● Summit Park shuttle should reduce 6am/7am demand, where we have high seat unavailables
● Possibility to change the number of people allowed in Micro vans, current COVID capacity is 4 but we won’t
aggregate two groups of two passengers

● Work on increasing Micro hours (more drivers, more shift sign-ups)
● BUT we should expect a higher seat unavailable rate in winter.
○ Weekdays around 5 percent
○ Weekends, holidays, Sundance, etc. likely 10 to 12 percent
○ Even with additional budget, recruiting, onboarding, and training drivers takes time and would not be
instantenous -> ramp-up effect
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Fixed Route
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Fixed Route: 101, 102
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Route

Nov. 1 to Nov. 10

Dec. 1 to Dec. 10

101 Spiro / 224 Local

4,402 (440/day)

14,698 (1,469/day)

102 Gateway / Kamas
Commuter

244 (24/day)

294 (29/day)

Shuttles: 103, 104, 105
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Route

Nov. 1 to Nov. 15

Dec. 1 to Dec. 15

103 Kimball Junction Shuttle

457 (30/day)

1,610 (107/day)

104 Bitner Loop Shuttle

1,256 (83/day)

2,040 (136/day)

105 Canyons Village Shuttle

969 (64/day)

1,734 (115/day)

PC-SLC Connect: 2021 Passengers & CPR
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PC-SLC Connect: November Passengers & CPR, 2018-2021
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Other Updates
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Other Data-Related Updates
● As of EOD 12/15 we have recorded 30 pieces of feedback, will log more feedback in December. This is positive,
we’ve been working on better logging of both feedback and outcomes.

○ I will email BOT anonymized December feedback list on Monday, January 3rd
● Working on getting data for average call time at the depot, will begin including that number in weekly reports once I
do

● On ride ratings: still working on getting the written feedback from any 1-star ratings; note that we only get 30-50 ride
ratings per day, so around 10 percent of passengers rate their ride
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